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Design Notes

Introduction
I have been gaming for over thirty years and nothing disappoints me more than impossibly
complex rules! “Lightning War” was designed to meet three objectives, (a) to reduce to an
absolute minimum the necessity to study the rules! (b) Reflect, as far as the system design
permits, realistic divisional level WW2 land warfare outcomes. (c) Reduce the time it takes to
play a game so that there is a clear result for the players.

Concepts
The rules themselves are only 32 pages long, including data charts and organisational tables.
This has been possible because of two factors. (1) Each game turn is calculated to last about
one hour ‘real’ time. (2) All combat is between platoons, batteries or squadrons, not individual
troops, weapons or single vehicles. This is a crucial design advantage because it removes a
considerable amount of detail impedimenta, the cause of many rule disputes and the
necessity to ‘swot’ rules.

The force construction system is the most variable players are likely to encounter.  I have
done this to ensure there is a greater possibility of both forces being unequal. Players are
tasked with building a suitable force for the situation they face on the table. They may choose
any platoons, batteries or squadrons they wish, provided they follow the organisation tables
correctly. If a player selects an infantry Combat Command, they may only select the platoons
(organised into companies etc) it contains. They may not take different parts of two Combat
Commands in order to obtain more heavy weapons or infantry etc. If players desire to play a
larger game, they should roll as many D6 as there are required Battle Groups or Combat
Commands. These rules are designed to accommodate large multi-player games in a 3-4
hour playing time. As a personal observation, multi-player games, where commanders are
faced with a scarcity of resources, are by far the best!

Players will quickly learn that unless they balance their forces, the chance of winning is
reduced. This is also the purpose behind the victory points calculation system. As in actual
war, slogging matches punish and maneuver rewards.

I believe there are essential structures rules must incorporate. There must be a credible, but
workable, command and control systems. This is entirely separate from ‘morale’. I achieve
this by requiring platoons to remain within 9 inches (23cm) of their Command HQ. It creates
an ‘order of movement’ on the table, similar to that on a battlefield. This is also the purpose of
the order counters and the ‘initiative’ rule. I once owned a No48 Army (platoon
communication) radio set. It was impossible to transmit more than 500 meters, yet it would
pick up any signal from any distance. This taught me much about battlefield communications.

The initiative rule expresses the command and control capabilities of each of the major WW2
combatants. You will notice the Germans have the greatest capability, while the French,
Russians and Italians have the least. The British and Americans fit somewhere in the middle.
The order counters have been introduced to ensure each command issues their troops a
simple set of instructions – without the players having to write anything down. Play is
simultaneous, although the player with the ‘initiative’ may choose to move any one command
first, after both players reveal all hidden order counters. The purpose of this system is to
prevent either player having certain knowledge of the other’s intended moves and it commits
the player’s units to doing something. This prevents disputed unit movement while adding an
element of uncertainty for the players. Because most games will be ‘meeting engagements’,
restricting players to moving one command at a time alternately, ensures a more realistic
deployment on the table. Because both forces arrive on the table together, both have ‘moved’.
This reduces the possibility of either side managing to overwhelm the other during initial
contact and realistically portrays the resulting uncertainty and confusion.

Constructing a force.
Both players roll 1D6. The number rolled indicates the number of commands (company HQ’s)
each player has, within their Battle Group/ Brigade or Corps organisation they have chosen. If
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one player outnumbers the other by at least 2:1 – in platoons, they are deemed to be the
attacker and the other the defender. All other results are deemed to be ‘meeting
engagements’.

Once the number of commands (usually company HQ’s) are established, each player rolls
1D6 for each company HQ and this represents the number of platoons, batteries or troops
contained in each command.

Players may choose any platoons they wish … BUT must do so from the organisation tables
attached to the rules. If a player selects a Soviet Tank Brigade as the basis for his force
structure, all commands must be selected from that organisation table.

Platoons must be organised into companies or squadrons, even if this results in some being
under strength. The number of platoons/troops in a company/squadron may not exceed the
numbers shown in the organisational tables. However, players may also select any
independent supporting unit available to that command to their Brigade/Battalion or Battle
Group from Division or Corps assets.

Example
Players can allocate any dice roll to a suitable type of command; i.e. A roll of ‘2’ would suit an
anti-tank gun company of two guns, including transport. A roll of ‘6’ would be better suited to
an infantry or armoured company, including transport. Even though a Soviet infantry company
has only three infantry platoons, the balance of the dice roll can be used for a mortar or
machinegun platoon, usually attached in the direct support role, from the heavy weapons
platoons of the battalion. Company HQ’s are always embedded in the platoon structure, they
are never a separate base on their own unless specified in the organisation tables

Example
If an infantry Brigade from a Russian Mechanised Corps is selected as the base organisation,
an infantry battalion of 2 full strength and one under-strength companies, (say 8 platoons
total), may be teamed with an under strength company of two tank platoons from the tank
brigade included as Corps assets. This allows players to use under strength units so that
unallocated points can be used elsewhere.

If a player wishes to have a ‘higher headquarters unit” present on the table, say Rommel or
even Patton, they may do so without cost. However, should they be lost to infantry combat,
their points cost contributes towards the opponent’s victory point level. Higher HQ’s may only
contain three platoons. The base containing the commander and staff, an infantry HQ
defense platoon, and an armoured HQ defense platoon. This group may only fire if attacked.

There are however, some limitations as to unit constructions.

British, Italian and French forces may not mix armour with infantry in the same command
unless they are a Motor Battalion or armoured infantry attached to an armoured unit.
Australian and New Zealand troops suffer no such penalty.

Elite platoons may not be mixed with other platoons, but must form a separate company or
battalion

The game turn has been constructed so that a number of diverse events can occur, without
disrupting the flow of the game. For example, platoons under “Halt” orders are permitted to
fire at enemy platoons that move within range during the movement segment of the game
turn. This allows for an ‘ambush’ or ‘reactive fire’ against a target attempting to cross a
platoon frontage within the normal movement phase structure of the game turn. However,
there is no guarantee of action because undisclosed order counters prevent any
foreknowledge of intended moves. By constructing the game turn in this sequence, there is a
natural flow of events. Obviously, those platoons that did not move would almost always fire
first. Clearly, those that did move would take a greater time to bring effective fire against a
target. However, there is still the matter of ‘initiative’ and this brings another factor into play
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which can cause further variations in the outcome. Artillery, mortar and rocketry are usually
the last fires to arrive on the battlefield. I have done this because most fire is against
‘speculative targets’, i.e. those targets that have only be acquired in the current game turn.

Players will notice that all armoured vehicles generally move at the same speed while in
battle. What is being moved are ‘platoons’ in attack formation. A formation usually moves at a
pace that all of its component parts can maintain. Infantry tanks usually moved at the speed
of the infantry on foot. Tanks with troop carriers naturally moved at a faster pace. I do allow
for the ‘mad dash to safety’ where it becomes necessary. But in allowing such a move I
disallow any firing. Crews in such a situation are hanging on for dear life, hoping the driver
does not put them into an unseen hole or ditch, before they reach safety. Troops on foot may
do the same, only they are looking for the nearest ditch or hole! It’s a panic move, pure and
simple.

The armoured combat system is somewhat unusual, although very simple to use. It involves
establishing the weapon performance (at whatever range) dice number and reducing that
number of dice to be rolled by the target’s armour value expressed in dice numbers. If the
firing player rolls a “6” on any of the dice, the target is disabled. Where a number of platoons
in a command engage the enemy, they will use multiple dice rolls. Each “6” rolled disables a
target. It does not translate into multiple hits against one target in a group, unless the rest are
out of range or outside the arc or line of fire. Platoons in a command may always split their
fire. I have also taken the rather unusual step of preventing HQ platoons or units being
targeted by artillery or ranged fire. This is because as long as there are survivors in a
command, some of them will assume command.

Some observed outcomes.
Where there is a significant disparity between forces, yet one side does not outnumber the
other by 2:1 thus a ‘meeting engagement’ takes place, it may appear that the smaller force is
unlikely to ‘win’. This is not necessarily true. By making the point differential required to win
dependent on the difference between the two sides, there is a necessity for the larger force to
capture all objectives and destroy most of the opponents units. This may not be an easy task.
If players chose to apply the ‘odds” criteria I have suggested, the Germans will regularly face
being outnumbered. However, given their tactical and technical superiority, neither the
Russians nor Allies will find victory a simple matter.

Suggesting amendments.
I have received suggestions for minor adjustments to the basic rules. I encourage such
suggestions, but there needs to be a careful process of testing before any further alterations
are made. While designing these rules a number of different approaches were tried. What we
invariably found was that unless each amendment was tested through at least 6 varied
games, fault finding was extremely difficult. It is vital that as wide a variation of force types be
used to test proposed alterations to rules. Sometimes a proposal will work very well with one
force, yet fail with another.

However, having written the above, I in no way wish to deter players contacting me with
suggestions for improving the rules. It is not intended to be a ‘beer and skittles’ rule set, but a
serious attempt to provide a first class set of Fast Play Rules.
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RULES

Troop, Time and ground Scales
Each game turn is calculated to take 1hour real time. 1”(25mm) equals 50 yards. 1 infantry
base equals 1 platoon, 1 vehicle model equals between 3-5 vehicles or 1 platoon/troop and
each heavy weapon, (anti-tank, mortar or artillery) equals 1 battery of 3-4 guns

Constructing a force.

The “ODDS”
From 1943 the Germans were fighting a losing battle. The odds ratio on the eastern front
should be about 5:3 in the Russian favour in 1943, rising to 2:1 in 1944 and 3:1 in 1945. On
the western front the odds ratio should be about 2:1 in favour of the Allies, between June and
September 1944, rising to 3:1 by the end of 1944 and 4:1 until the end of the war. German
counter attacking forces during this period should never exceed 1:1. By using an odds ratio
when setting up a battle, players will find gaming to be a lot more interesting and challenging
– for both sides.

Both players roll 1D6. The number rolled indicates the number of company HQ’s each player
has in their Combat Command, Battle or Brigade Group. If more than one Battle Group,
Combat Command or Brigade Group is required, roll an extra dice for each. If one player
outnumbers the other by at least 2:1, they are deemed to be the attacker and the other the
defender. All other results are deemed to be ‘meeting engagements’. The number of
‘commands’ represents Company, squadron or artillery regiment HQ’s.

Once the number of HQ’s is established, each player rolls 1D6 for each and this represents
the number of platoons, batteries or troops contained in each command.

Players may choose any platoons they wish … BUT must do so from the organisation tables
attached to the rules. They may not exceed the number of platoons shown in the organisation
tables. Troops must be organised into companies, batteries or squadrons, even if this results
in some being under strength. Again, the number of platoons/troops in a company/squadron
may not exceed the numbers shown in the organisational tables.

There are however, some limitations as to unit constructions.

British, Italian and French forces may not mix armour with infantry in the same command
unless they are a Motor Battalion or armoured infantry attached to an armoured unit.
Australian and New Zealand troops suffer no such penalty.

Elite platoons may not be mixed with other platoons, but must form a separate company or
battalion

Setting Objectives
The game should have up to 7 objective markers placed throughout the game table. Roll 1D6
and add +2 to establish how many objective markers are to be placed. They should reflect
reasonable military objectives (road junctions, high ground, river crossings, airfields, rail yards
etc) by mutual agreement. Players must not place objective markers closer than 15 inches
(38cm) from the own forces. Once a player is within 5 cm (2 inches) of the marker they may
claim 5 victory points, as long as they can prevent the opposing player defeating or
eliminating the unit holding the objective marker, by the end of the game.

Victory point values
Each platoon, troop or battery has a victory points value of 1 point, which if destroyed or
routed off the table, counts towards the victory point level of the player destroying the platoon.
Once a player has gained the necessary victory points, at the end of a complete game turn,
they have won the game.
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In most games there will be a points difference in force size between opponents. The larger of
the two forces in addition to the 20 victory points, must achieve the difference in points
between the two forces. If an attacker outnumbers a defender by 5 extra points in units, they
must gain 25 (20+5) points in order to win.

Order markers
At the beginning of each game turn, before anything else is done, each command (usually
company HQ) has a marker placed face down next to it, so as to hide the order, indicating
what the unit is ordered to do in the next game turn. Once the ‘initiative’ has been awarded to
a player, all markers are turned face up and their order is acted upon.

Units that do not receive orders may not move and may only fire if fired upon by a unit they
can locate

Initiative
The German player should always enjoy a +1 on the initiate dice throw against Allied forces
and +2 against Russian. This represents German tactical experience and a lack of Russian
communication equipment. However, when fighting German Volks-Grenadier or replacement
units, Allied forces should enjoy a +1 against them, while Russian Guard units should be
equal with them and regular Russian units only –1.

Casualties
Units are never literally “wiped out”. Vehicles become disabled either through becoming
completely knocked out or damaged sufficiently to prevent them continuing in action. The
rules make no distinction. Infantry units and gun crews become disabled through casualties –
either wounding or death - and then disintegrate once their morale fails. No distinction is
made between wounding and death. Headquarters units may never be targeted by artillery or
ranged fire. They may fight or be attacked in the course of a close assault as ordinary
infantry. Rolling a natural “6” on any 1D6 allocated for firing, causes a target to become
disabled.

Game Turn Sequence

1 Both players place order counter, face down, beside each company/battery or regimental
HQ.

2 Both players roll 1D6, the player rolling the highest adjusted score decides which side has
“initiative”. (Choose carefully!)

3 All order counters are turned over and revealed.
4 Player with initiative selects one company sized unit and moves first. The second player

then selects one of theirs and moves it. The process is continued until all units ordered to
do so, are moved. Units with “Halt” orders may engage any unit that moves into range
during the movement sequence.

5 All other direct firing (including artillery firing at targets visible from the gun site) takes
place. Player with initiative selects one command and fires first. Both players take it in
turns to fire selected commands until all firing is completed. All weapons fire only once
per game turn. Vehicles and troops that move fire LAST.

6 All indirect fire (artillery, mortar and rocket) takes place. All air attacks take place.
7 All Close Assaults take place.
8 Morale is tested, where required.

Visibility
In order for any target to be engaged, there must be a direct line of uninterrupted sight
between it and the firer. Only enemy units, weapons and vehicles constitute a “target”. Units
with ‘Halt” orders in a BUA, woods or prepared defensive positions may remain hidden until
they fire. Units ‘halted’ in the open become visible at half the maximum visibility range.
Otherwise, all units become visible at the predetermined maximum visibility range.
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For those wishing to add a seasonal variation to visibility, add the following dice throws
together for the particular season you wish to battle in. The total equals the maximum visibility
in inches.

Winter (or night) – 4 dice, Autumn/Spring – 6 dice, Summer - 8 dice.

“Dead ground” can be assessed by measuring across the terrain or hill blocking the line of
sight and allowing the same amount on either side as “dead ground”. Anything within this
distance cannot be seen from the opposite side of the intervening object. Buildings and trees
cannot be seen over, except by aircraft.

Reconnaissance by Fire
The rules as such do not allow players to engage any target other than an identified unit. This
has been done to prevent the ‘eye of God’ syndrome, so prevalent in previous rule sets.
However, ‘reconnaissance by fire’ did occur as a matter of tactical doctrine and players
should be allowed to engage ‘unlocated targets’ under certain conditions. I therefore offer the
following rule as a guide.

Units with ‘Halt” orders in a BUA or woods (and are therefore unlocated) can be tested at 6
inches (150mm) range by machine gun fire. Units in the open with “halt” orders can be tested
at up to 12 inches (300mm) range. Note that units used machine gun fire and not HE for this
purpose.

The firer nominates a target platoon and there is a 1D6 roll off between the observer and
target If the target unit loses the dice roll it is assumed to have betrayed it’s position by
returning fire against the locator.

Dice roll modification for units in cover and targeted:
Elite +2, Battle hardened +1, Replacement 0, Home Guard/ Volksturm –1.

Arcs of Fire
Infantry Platoons and turreted vehicles enjoy a 360 degrees arc of fire. Artillery, heavy
machine guns, mortars and rockets are limited to 45 degrees either side of the front facing of
the weapon. Artillery, mortars, rockets and heavy machine guns may not traverse beyond 45
degrees or reposition and fire.

Smoke
The use of large-scale smoke screens became increasingly more common in the later part of
the war. Smoke screens may only be used in the first three moves of a game, usually to cover
the attacker’s initial advance. A defender may opt to use one game turn of smoke to withdraw
at any time. To reflect this, reduce the number of dice rolled to disable by –1 for indirect
artillery and mortar fire only. To reflect the general change in visibility, re-roll for a new
visibility range. If this roll exceeds the old range, it means the smoke effect was reduced by
wind or rain. Do not adjust the visibility range. If the re-roll is less, the smoke cover was
effective and the new, lesser visibility range takes effect immediately.

Vehicle Movement
All tanks and wheeled AFV’s move at 12” while advancing on the battlefield. Bad going
reduces this rate to half. Medium and Light tanks or wheeled AFV’s may move at double this
rate if they are withdrawing or travelling solely on a road or formed track outside the range of
enemy fire. They may not fire if they use this movement option. Heavy and “Infantry” tanks
may never exceed 12” movement. Trucks and jeeps may move at 12” on roads or 6” off road.
They may never attempt to cross bad going. Medium or light AFV’s and all wheeled vehicles
may “dash for cover” at double normal movement rate, but may not fire while doing so.
Vehicles loading or unloading troops reduce their movement rate by half.

Armoured Combat
The gun performance number represents the number of dice the listed vehicle may fire in its
firing segment of the Game Turn. The defense Values listed for each vehicle represents the
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number of dice by which the firer’s number of dice are reduced. Gun performance is further
reduced by 2 dice if the firer moves during that Game Turn or by 1 dice if the target is “hull
down” or partially obscured. Tanks with turret crews of 2 or less (denoted by * in tables)
reduce their gun performance dice numbers by 3 dice if they move and fire.

Example: A PzIVH fires at a Sherman at 24” range. The gun performance at that range is “8”,
while the Sherman’s frontal defense value is “6”. Therefore the German player may roll 8 – 6
= 2 dice to attempt to disable the Sherman. In order to “disable” the enemy vehicle, the
attacker must throw at least 1 natural six with one of the two dice. Where the attacker’s dice
numbers fail to equal or exceed the defender’s dice numbers, the attacker may still throw 1
dice. A natural “6” always disables the target.

Side or rear armour is presented by the target when the firer moves behind a line drawn at
right angles to the target’s front hull facing.

Infantry.
Infantry are based in platoons (3-5 figures). Bases should be about 30mm square for 15mm
troops and a convenient size for larger scales. The smallest sub-unit in the game is a platoon
for infantry, or battery for artillery and mortars. Platoons are organised into companies or
combat teams, then into battalions (or battle groups/Combat Commands) with attached
supporting platoons, squadrons or batteries.

Infantry usually move 6” per game turn, but may “dash for cover” at double their normal rate
but may not fire or close assault while doing so. Infantry may mount a vehicle at the beginning
of a move or dismount it at the end of the move. They may not do both in the same game
turn.

MMG/HMG, mortars and artillery take one game turn to set up. Towed anti tank guns may
move and fire but reduce their fire by 2 dice for doing so.

Notes on infantry unit equipment.
From 1940 –43, most platoons were armed with rifles and light machineguns. Russian Sub-
machinegun companies carried SMG’s and LMG’s. By 1943 the US had entered the war with
a semi-automatic rifle as standard equipment. US infantry platoons should roll 4 dice when
firing. By 1944, most German infantry platoons carried twice the number of LMG’s but had
only half the numerical strength of Western platoons. They should still roll 3 dice when firing.

Infantry effective firing range is 6”.
Infantry platoons armed with rifles and LMG fire with 3 dice.
Infantry armed only with SMGs and LMG’s fire with 4 dice to a maximum range of 3”
MMGs fire with 3 dice. Effective firing range is 12”
HMGs fire with 4 dice. Effective firing range is 12”

Target and cover adjustments
If the target is moving in or entering woods, a BUA, or is halted in the open, firing is reduced
by 1dice. If the target is halted in field or prepared defenses, or a BUA, reduce firing by 2 dice.

Infantry Assault.
The smallest unit capable of launching a close assault is the company. Any platoon that
makes base to base contact with an enemy platoon commits the entire company (less
supporting arms) to the assault. The same applies to the defender. Attackers declare their
assault and prepare to move at double the normal movement rate. The defender conducts 1
round of defensive fire before the attacker makes contact. All casualties are removed before
the attacker makes contact with the defender.

All platoons (attacker and defender) roll 1 dice each, the highest dice winning. Attackers
receive a +1 bonus on each dice roll. No adjustment is made for defensive positions occupied
by the defender.  Any dice throw totaling “6” causes an instant casualty against the opposing
player’s unit. All casualties are immediately removed. The unit inflicting the highest number of
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casualties wins. If no casualties are removed the unit winning the greatest number of dice
rolls wins the assault. The assault continues until there is a winner, before the next Game turn
segment.
Once a winner has been determined, the loser moves back two full moves and checks
morale. The winner occupies the contested position and halts while the unit reorganizes itself.

Armour may support a close assault. However, armour within a BUA or woods, close
assaulted by troops is immediately disabled, although troops may not attack enemy armour
until all enemy troops within six inches of enemy armour are eliminated. Infantry may assault
armour in the open but the armour has a +2 bonus in the close combat roll off.

Artillery
Artillery fire covers all guns (including AFV’s) firing HE and mortars. Artillery fire controlled by
a F.O.O has an unlimited range on the battlefield, while AFV’s and other artillery may only
engage targets that can be seen from the firing vehicle or gun site.  All company HQ’s contain
an Artillery Observation Post that may direct fire at observed targets.

Firing artillery.
Artillery requires no ranging, this is built into the requirement to throw a natural “6” to cause
casualties to the target unit. The firer nominates an infantry base, weapons base, or vehicle
then rolls the appropriate number of dice, taking into account the cover available and the
target types. If part of the target is in cover, adjust the dice number rolled to allow the
maximum adjustment for cover or target type. If more than one “6” is thrown, the second “6” is
displaced to the nearest base or vehicle within six inches of the target. This displacement
continues until all excess “6s” are allocated. Casualties are immediately removed from the
game.

Multiple Rocket Launchers (MRL) may only be used against stationary static targets, i.e.
defense works, BUA, or troops with ‘Halt” orders. They may never be fired against moving
vehicles.

Each calibre of HE weapon is allocated the following number of dice.

Up to 50mm – 2 dice, up to 90mm – 3 dice, up to 155mm 4 dice, over 155mm – 5 dice.

Multiple Rocket Launchers –6 dice.

Adjustments for target conditions when firing HE.
-1 dice if firing at troops and support or heavy weapons under ‘Halt” orders in the open.
-1 dice if tanks firing HE at any target.
-1 dice if artillery is firing at targets using smoke screens to cover their advance or withdrawal.
-2 dice if firing at troops and support or heavy weapons halted in fortifications or BUA.
-2 dice if firing HE at AFV’s or APC’s.

Mortars may not disable tanks, but may disable open topped AFV’s.

Artillery fire is never reduced below 1D6.

Engineering Tasks
In general, engineering tasks dramatically slow the pace of a game, therefore, unless there is
an attacker/defender scenario being played, minefields, fortification and obstacles should not
be used. Bridges and river crossings however, do form a necessary part of many games.
Where bridges are used, no less than three crossing points should be available. 1road, 1rail
and 1ford is recommended. Beach landings should face only minimal defenses at the landing
point, with reinforcements available to the defender. I would suggest 1/3 of a defender’s
forces be deployed defending the beach with 2/3 allocated to act as reserves.
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Damage and repair of bridges
The easiest way to account for damage against a bridge is by a 1D6 roll. If a ‘6’ is rolled, the
bridge is destroyed. Any other numbers represent the quantity of damage that must be
repaired before it can be safely used again. Engineer platoons can effect repairs by remaining
halted beside the damaged bridge. Each game turn they may roll 1D6 and the number rolled
reduces damage to the bridge, by that amount. Remember bridges don’t need to be restored
to their former structure to be useful, they only require to be repaired sufficiently in order to
allow a unit to cross.

Specialised assault weapons such as the flame thrower, Petard Spigot Mortar, satchel
charges etc should disable any weapon crew within a fortification, provided a roll of anything
but a 1 or 2 on a 1D6 is achieved.

Weapon ranges:
Satchel charges – in base to base contact with the target. Attacker moves figure 3 inches into
contact with target, places charges then moves back 3 inches.
Man pack flame thrower – 1 inch
Vehicle flame thrower – 2 inches
Petard Spigot Mortar – 3 inches.

Mine usage and clearance
Mines are laid in fields 1”x 4”. No more than 4 fields may be used in any one game. Minefields
may either be hidden or open, the choice is the defenders. No dummy fields are allowed
without mutual agreement between the players. Mines may be cleared by any infantry platoon
by rolling 1D6 each time they attempt to clear a passage through a minefield, they are in base
to base contact with. Minefields have a value of ‘6’ which must be equaled or exceed by as
many dice rolls as it takes a player to add up to this result, just as damage is accumulates to
a bridge or any other structure. If two platoons attempt to clear the same minefield, they
cannot combine their dice rolls to shorten the process. Tanks using mine clearing devices use
the same system, except, if they roll a ‘1’ while clearing, they become disabled by mine
damage.

THE AIR SYSTEM
The Air System has two separate strategic stages designed to simulate two important facets
of an air war, which are dealt with before the on table air battle occurs. The first stage is
designed to establish the air operating capability of the airforce concerned, the second is
designed to establish the air activity level the requested strike will be required to operate in.
This is critical when playing multi game scenarios. The first dice throws give both players the
chance to negate the others air strike capability: ie. Player 1 is attempting to obtain an air
strike. He throws a 2 on 1D6.  Player 2 now has the opportunity to negate that by a higher
1D6 throw. He throws a 3. Player one loses. The planned air support mission is not available
to him for the duration of the game. This step is used to simulate counter strikes against
airfields and fighter opposition, thus reducing the enemy's ability to conduct an air attack.

SETTING UP THE AIR ASSETS:
At the commencement of each game both players throw 1D6. The results are subtracted and
the result is the number of air missions the winner is permitted to use. This process is
repeated so that both players can establish the number of air missions available to them. Only
one aircraft is available for each mission. Each aircraft is allowed only one attack mission per
game.

Aircraft type available: (1D6 roll)
1 - 2   Light attack - Me109, Hurricane, CR42, etc
3 - 4   Medium Attack - Sturmovik, Stuka, FW 190, Typhoon, Tempest etc.
5 - 6   Heavy Attack  - A26, B25, He.111, Mosquito, Beaufighter etc

Aircraft may complete any mission in one full game turn. All aircraft may move any table
distance in one move. The approach route of the aircraft to the target must be a straight line
from any friendly edge of the table to the target. The aircraft stands are placed at the point of
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weapon release and the target/s nominated. All AA fire is adjudicated against the target/s at
the point of weapon release however, they are calculated as the aircraft passes through their
firing arcs on track to the target/s. All aircraft casualties are removed before weapon release
occurs.

Air Attack Modifiers
Weapon Groups: (Which ever is the main aircraft weapon load)
Number of Dice in an attack.
Each dice roll attacks one target in the line of attack 20cm long.
1 Machineguns
2 Cannon
3 rockets
4 Iron bombs.

The burst area for each attack covers one infantry base, artillery battery or vehicle.

ADD 1 Dice
•  If target is in open
•  If target is making a beach landing

SUBTRACT 1 Dice
•  Target is AFV
•  Target is in Forest
•  Target is in village or town

SUBTRACT 2 Dice
•  Target in prepared defensive position
•  Target is in major city

ANTI - AIRCRAFT DETECTION SYSTEM
Once an aircraft comes into normal ground troop visibility range, it is assumed that enough
personnel in the locating group will have seen it to successfully alert nearby troops. All AA fire
is assumed to be direct fire.

AA weapon system effectiveness values:
Dice numbers 1 = Infantry Platoon AA fire )

2 = group of up to 4 AAMG ) Up to 25cm (10 inches) range
     2 = group of 2 HMG )
    3 = group of 4 HMG )

3 = 20mm single barrel canon systems   )
      4 = 23/57mm single barrel canon systems)
      5 = 20/30mm multi barrel systems.   ) Up to 50cm (20 inches) range

4 = 85mm/88mm/3.7"/ 90mm AA guns.   )
  4 = 105/128mm AA guns   )

AA FIRE MODIFIERS

SUBTRACT 1 dice
•  If firer moved the turn it engages an air target.

ADD 1 dice
•  Air defense fully alert due to previous attack, or has radar targeting.

Modifiers cannot reduce AA fire below 1D6 per weapon system.

ANTI-AIRCRAFT DAMAGE

Dice throw to disable target 6 on any dice rolled
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Command, Communications and Morale.
Morale must be tested each time a command takes casualties or withdraws. Test each
company, then test for each unit in direct support of that command.

In order for a command to maintain its command integrity all platoons and attached direct
supporting elements must remain within 9” of their Company HQ. Attached artillery,
reconnaissance and armour do not. Radio communications between Company Headquarters
and higher commands are assumed to range over the whole table. Platoons outside the
required command radius must either rejoin that radius or remain halted. They may only
defend themselves until they rejoin their Company HQ command radius.

Unit morale and experience are reflected in four rating categories.

Elite = 5
Battle Hardened = 6
Replacement = 7
Volksturm/Home Guard = 8

Testing Morale

 In order to pass a morale test, each company, battery or armoured squadron must roll 2 dice,
scoring the same or more than their morale rating.

Each time a unit suffers casualties it must take a morale test. Each platoon, troop or battery
lost adds a +1 to the required morale rating dice roll. Unless a unit is reinforced, the morale
rating cannot be reduced. No unit morale rating can be reduced below its original level.

Companies, batteries or squadrons may ADD 1 extra dice to their morale test roll if they
occupy fortifications or a BUA.

Example: A ‘battle hardened’ company with a morale rating of “6” loses two platoons. This will
increase the minimum 2D6 roll from “6” to “8” in order for it to pass a morale test.  However,
should the company occupy a prepared defensive position or BUA, they make the test with
3D6.

Companies that fail a morale test must “withdraw” 1 full move directly towards their
base line, each game turn until they either leave the table or recover their morale, by
passing a test. A “withdraw’ marker remains openly displayed beside the unit until it
recovers its morale.

Should a unit begin a forced withdrawal inside a BUA or fortification zone, it may move
directly back to the next contiguous sector of that area and halt. Players may with hold some
of their platoons at the beginning of the game as reserves that may be added to units forced
to “withdraw”, in order to reduce their morale rating.

Lines of withdrawal may avoid obstacles and enemy units. However, they must always take
the shortest route towards their base line, where possible.

Order markers

Advance: Unit is ordered to advance any distance up to the maximum possible. Even though
it may move the smallest amount it is still deemed to have moved!

Halt: The unit must not move, even to change facing.

Assault: The unit must attempt to close to base to base contact with the enemy.

Take Cover: Unit is ordered to move to the nearest cover. The unit may fire as normal while
doing so. It may move “at the double”, but may not fire or assault if it does.
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Withdraw: This is an involuntary move away from the enemy and towards a unit’s base line,
due to a failure of morale. Units failing their morale test must have this marker remain with the
unit until it recovers its morale, retires off the table or is eliminated. Units withdrawing may
only defend themselves but suffer a –1D6 penalty while doing so.
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War College – Adding extra detail and realism

This section deals with my ideas and concepts on how to use the rules with a greater
emphasis on realism. Before anyone attempts to begin evaluating the performance of the
various armies of WW2, there is some essential reading required. I have studied WW2 for
over forty years and war gamed since 1971. I have always attempted to design rules to meet
two criteria

1. Realism
2. Accuracy.

However, to design a system that meets the above criteria and yet remains playable is a
difficult task indeed! In the many hundreds of publications I have read over the years, one in
particular stands above all others. Death by Design, British Tank Development in the
Second World War by Peter Beale. Beale not only has the technical qualification but also the
combat experience to write such a book. If you read only one book on the development of
armoured forces in the Second World War, this is the one you should choose! It is a
revelation!

The first and possibly most important aspect of any battle is the so called ‘fog of war’. The
inability of the commanders to see every detail of the battlefield. Many gamers find it
extremely difficult to play under a system that allows them less than a perfect view of the table
and all the pieces placed on it. If a game is to have a degree of realism, the players must be
encouraged to relinquish the ‘Eye of God’. This can be achieved in a number of ways.

Hidden deployment
This is possibly the easiest to achieve because players accept the military reality that some
things were unknown by the commands of the forces involved in the battle. The most practical
way of portraying hidden deployment is to use counters – I prefer numbered card squares –
which while giving the opposing player an indication of the presence of a unit, can be very
misleading if used intelligently.

Restricted Visibility
Again this is readily accepted as a military reality. Re-fighting the battles in the Ardennes
during 1944-45 requires severely restricted visibility for the first week of combat. Fighting any
battles during the Russian winter should automatically involve testing for visibility. Visibility
can be tested more than once during a game. I would suggest every third move in western
winter scenarios, every second in eastern. Players will find this has a major influence on the
outcome of the battle, which is historically accurate. The desert battles were mainly fought in
the winter – for obvious reasons – but the few that occurred in summer (Battleaxe, June
1941), should have visibility restricted. The DAK war diary records the temperature on 1 June
1941 at 40o C, which would make the operation of a tank marginal at best! I would
recommend re-rolling for visibility at the mid point of the game, to simulate heat haze in the
middle of the day and two moves later as more stable viewing conditions return by the middle
of the afternoon. Any reduction in visibility can be attributed to wind blown dust, an ever
present problem in desert warfare.

Disruption in the Chain of Command
A great deal of military thought has gone into the problem of retaining adequate command,
control and communication under battlefield conditions. Every commentator has made the
important distinction that if peace time exercises seem to degenerate into a shambles, actual
wartime experience is far worse. The contrast between the French and German systems in
May 1940 is an excellent example. German Panzer Troops had expected to fight a highly
mobile war and trained accordingly. The French, believing the next war was going to be a re-
run of the First World War, designed a static defense that would force a stalemate until the
British and Americans could intervene as they had done in 1914 and 1917 respectively.  The
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Germans developed specialist command and control vehicles, capable of surviving on the
battlefield while the French relied on civilian telephone and telegraph services, couriers and a
small number of radio systems. The Germans also had the benefit of the ‘Enigma” encoding
system, that allowed for a much greater use of secure radio traffic to issue orders. Naturally,
once the Germans had breached the French defenses and forced a general retreat, French
command and control literally evaporated as fast as their telephone systems were lost.  So
serious was the situation that the BEF and Belgian Army, at the western end of the front
believed the Germans had been successfully stopped in the central front sector. They were
preparing for a counter-attack when orders to fall back were received, which at first were
disbelieved! So, how do we begin to portray this?

At the beginning of each game turn, player’s place an order counter beside each command. I
suggest a D6 roll should be used to determine the number of order counters that may be
placed by a player. If the number of commands does not total six or more, the dice roll should
be reduced by that difference, i.e. if there are four commands the dice roll should be reduced
by 2. This dice roll can be further modified by the difference between the command factors
used to roll for initiative. The Germans would receive a +1 on their dice roll against the British
and US, but +2 against the French and Russians. When the players begin each game turn
they would roll for initiative and then roll for the number of order counters each has to place.
Players may place the allocated order counters with any command of their choosing. Excess
counters are lost.

The arrival of commands on the table presents another opportunity to reflect the chaos that
often existed during deployments for battle. Many units were required to travel some distance
in order to form up on their start lines. This invited difficulties! I suggest players use the order
counter allocation system to move units onto the battlefield. This would entail giving
commands that have not been placed on the table, movement orders so that they arrive. The
D6 roll must therefore be adjusted accordingly. If the player has more than six commands in
total, the dice roll must be increased by the difference between the number of commands and
six, i.e. if the player has eight commands the D6 roll is increased by +2. I would also suggest
that players apply the initiative differential to this dice roll.

It must be remembered that commands not receiving order counters may only fire in self
defense, including artillery units!

While the above system may appear to be relatively complicated, with a little practice it will
soon become second nature to the players and give a much more challenging game. Better
still, it requires no paper work!

Infiltration
In order for the game to remain winnable for both players, infiltration forces should be
relatively small. I would recommend the maximum size to be a command of no more than 6
platoons. This would equate to a small German battle group, a US Regimental Combat Team
or a Soviet Assault Group. I prefer the opposing dice roll method, when an infiltration is
attempted. I suggest players may wish to use the following system when attempting
infiltration.

The player attempting to infiltrate allocates a specific command to do so, being the last
command to be placed during the movement phase of that Game Turn. This command
receives an automatic “movement” order counter for the move it is deployed onto the table.
Thereafter it must be allocated an order counter just like every other unit. The players then
conduct a 1D6 roll off, modified by any command competence factor. If the infiltrator wins,
they place the command thus. The infiltrating command rolls 8D6 to establish the distance in
inches up the long side of the table and 6D6 to give the distance in inches across the short
side of the table. The infiltrating command is placed at the intersection of these two points.
Until the command is identified by the opposing player it should only be identified by a single
marker. If the infiltrator loses, they enter the table from the attacker’s base line, just like any
other command.
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Setting up the table and obtaining specialist units
Unless the players have reconstructed an historical scenario, it is important that a reasonable
approximation of the terrain common to the area a battle is likely to be fought is arranged on
the table. Players faced with river crossings should receive suitable bridging units free of
charge. Mines and obstacles must be dealt with by engineer troops. These should be
embedded within each command structure, without extra cost. Specialist engineer vehicles,
such as the Churchill ‘Crocodile ‘ or bridge layer, must be paid for as normal.

There is no such thing as ‘flat ground’ it only appears to be flat to the untrained eye.
Therefore, what appears to be flat on the table surface is at best undulating. The gunnery
accuracy tables are based on this assumption. However, table scenery should reflect the
average terrain likely to be encountered. In Western Europe, it is usual for there to be a
village or small town every kilometer. Larger towns should be spaced at about 10 kilometers.
Small forests are common and should cover about 20% of the total table. The easiest way to
portray a forest is to use a deep green cloth about 1200mm by 600mm in size. Two cloths can
be laid 100mm apart to form a small track through the forest. Suitable trees can be placed on
top of the cloth, which marks the exact boundary of the forest. In this way trees can be moved
as required when unit bases need to be placed in the forest. Small streams and rivers
abound, even though not marked on large-scale maps. As a rule, they are steep sided and
very difficult for vehicles to cross without bridging equipment. Most tables should contain at
least one small river or stream, which should be fordable at some point.

Railways are very common in Europe. Many battles were fought to capture railway junctions
and sidings and they always prove to be interesting objectives to capture. There are a number
of very cheap railway sets available in 1:87scale that contain continental engines and rolling
stock. Expansion sets contain all manner of interesting buildings and plant which only adds to
the game dimension.

Airfields and ports were less common but did form important objectives. These are much
more difficult to obtain reasonably priced models to build them. I would recommend building
only the approaches to either as part of the table. Both are large structures and as such
cannot be reasonably portrayed to scale on an average table.

Cities and large towns, because of their size are always expensive to build in terms of the
models required. Such structures are best built in modular form so that one building and its
surrounding environs form a ‘city bloc’. This is important in determining where units are
repositioned when falling back. I would suggest a composite of the outer suburbs of a city,
rather than attempting to rebuild Stalingrad, Moscow or Berlin! This will give a greater variety
of building types from industrial plant through to leafy suburb.

Fortifications were in fact very difficult to subdue. With the exception of Sevastopol in the
Crimea, and Eben Emal in Belgium no complete fortress was taken by siege in WW2.  I would
recommend only field fortifications be used. Players will find these difficult enough to deal
with, even on a limited scale. One of the play test games we used for these rules was the
Russian attack on the Seelow Heights in April 1945. This required the destruction of two small
fortresses situated on railway cuttings forming the only access to the heights. Each contained
a company of three platoons and was supported by an “88” battery and several PzIV’s.  The
Russians failed to destroy the fortresses and take the town of Seelow from the south, which is
exactly what happened historically. I would suggest fortifications be limited to bridge crossing
points, road or rail junctions or objectives of high strategic value. Players facing such ‘troop
burning’ objectives should be given sufficient odds in force structures to allow them a
reasonable chance of success. I can find only one instance where an attacker assaulted a
fortress without the necessary preparation and equipment… Rommel in his first attack on
Tobruk in 1941!
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Vehicle Weapon Performance Armour
To 12” to 24” Front Side/Rear

Germany
Sdkfz 250/251 (all) 2 1
Sdkfz 222/232 20mm 2 1 2 1
Sdkfz 234/2 Puma 50mmL60 6 5 3 1
Sdkfz234/3 75mmL24 5 4 3 1
Sdkfz234/4 75mm Pak 40 9 8 2 1
PzKw II F-J 20mm 2 1 3 2
PzKw III E 37mmL45 3 2 3 3
Pz35t(*) 37mmL45 3 2 3 2
Pz38t(*) 37mmL45 3 2 3 2
Pzkw III F-G 50mmL42 5 4 3 3
PzKw III H 50mmL42 5 4 4 3
Pzkw III J 50mmL60 6 5 4 3
Pzkw III L/M 50mmL60 6 5 6 3
Pzkw III N 75mmL24 5 4 7 3
Pzkw IV D 75mmL24 5 4 3 3
Pzkw IV E 75mmL24 5 4 4 3
Pzkw IV F1 75mmL24 5 4 5 3
Pzkw IV F2 75mmL43 9 8 6 3
Pzkw IV G 75mmL48 9 8 5 3
Pzkw IV H/J 75mmL48 9 8 8 3
Panther A/D 75mmL70 12 10 10 4
Panther G 75mmL70 12 10 9 5
Tiger 1 88mmL56 11 10 10 8
Tiger 2 88mmL71 19 16 17 8
StuG III A 75mmL24 5 4 5 3
StuG III G 75mmL48 9 8 8 3
StuG III/40 75mmL48 9 8 5 3
JagpzIV/48 75mmL48 9 8 8 4
JagpzIV/70 75mmL70 12 11 8 4
Hetzer 75mmL48 9 8 6 2
Jagpanther 88mmL71 19 16 8 5
Jagdtiger 128mm 21 20 20 8 (Five used !)
PzJgr Nashhorn 88mmL71 19 16 2 1
PzJgr (P) Elephant 88mmL71 19 16 20 8
Marder I 75mm Pak 40 9 8 1 1
Marder II 75mm Pak 40 9 8 2 1
Marder III 75mm Pak 40 9 8 2 1

Russia
BA64 A/car Mg - - 2 1
BA32 A/car 37mm 3 2 2 1
T60 23mm 2 1 2 1
T70(*) 45mmL46 4 3 3 1
BT5(*) 45mmL46 4 3 1 1
BT7(*) 45mmL46 4 3 2 1
BT7A(*) 76mmL16.5 HE only 2 1
T26(*) 45mmL46 4 3 2 1
T26S(*) 45mmL46 4 3 5 2
T34/76 B-F(*) 76mmL41 6 5 6 4
T34/85 85mm 9 8 8 7
JS2 122mm M1944 14 13 11 9
JS3 122mm M1944 14 13 17 10 (Manchuria only)
KV1a 76mmL41 6 5 10 7
KV1c 76mmL41 6 5 11 9
KV1s 76mmL41 6 5 8 4
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Vehicle Weapon Performance Armour
To 12” to 24” Front Side/Rear

KV2a 152mm HE only 10 8
SU76 76mmL53 8 7 2 1
SU85 85mm 9 8 6 5
SU85M 85mm 9 8 8 5 (SU100 hull)
SU100 100mm 12 11 8 5
SU122 122mm Hwtz HE only 6 4
ISU122 122mm M1944 14 13 15 9
ISU152 152mm Hwtz 9 8 15 9

United States
M3 Half track (all) 2 1
M3 Stuart 37mm 5 4 4 3
M5 Stuart 37mm 5 4 7 3
M24 Chaffee 75mmM6 7 6 4 3
M3 Lee/Grant 75mmM2 6 5 5 4

37mm 5 4 - -
M4 Sherman 75mmM3-6 7 6 6 4
M4A3 76mm 9 8 6 4
M10A1 3 inch 9 8 6 2
M18 Hellcat 76mm 9 8 2 1
M36 90mm 11 10 5 4
M26 Pershing 90mm 11 10 10 8

Britain & Commonwealth
Rolls-Royce A/car .5 HMG 2 1 1 1
Daimler Mk1/2 A/car 2pdr 5 4 2 1
Humber Mk1-111 A/car 15mm 2 1 2 1
Humber MkIV A/car 2pdr 5 4 2 1
AEC Mk1 2pdr 5 4 6 5
AEC Mk2 6pdr 9 8 6 5
AEC Mk3 75mmM3 7 6 6 5
Bren Carrier 1 1
Scout Cars (all) 1 1
Vickers MkIV-VI .5 HMG 2 1 1 1
Vickers Mk Vic 15mm 2 1 1 1
Cruiser A9 2pdr 5 4 1 1
Cruiser A13 2pdr 5 4 3 1
Crusader Mk2 2pdr 5 4 4 3
Crusader Mk3 6pdr 9 8 5 3
Sherman Firefly 17pdr 13 11 6 4
Cromwell Mk IV-VII 75mm 7 6 6 4
Cromwell Mk VI-VIII 95mm Hwtz HE only 6 4
Challenger 17pdr 13 11 8 4
Comet 77mm 11 10 9 4
Matilda Mk1 .5 HMG 2 1 6 6
Matilda Mk2 2pdr 5 4 8 6
Valentine Mk I-VII 2pdr 5 4 6 6
Valentine MkVIII-X 6pdr 9 8 6 6
Valentine Mk XI 75mm 7 6 6 6
Churchill Mk2 2pdr 5 4 10 6
Churchill MkIV 6pdr 9 8 10 6
Churchill MkV-VII 75mm 7 6 15 10
Churchill Mk VIII 95mm Hwtz HE only 15 10
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Vehicle Weapon Performance Armour
To 12” to 24” Front Side/Rear

Archer 3 inch 9 8 2 2
Sexton 25pdr HE only 2 1
Bishop 25pdr HE only 6 3

France
Panhard 178 A/car 25mmL73 3 2 2 1
AMR34 25mmL73 3 2 2 1
FT17 37mmL21 3 1 1 1
Hotchkiss H35(*) 37mmL21 3 2 4 3
Hotchkiss H38/39(*) 37mmL33 4 2 4 3
Renault R35(*) 37mmL21 3 2 4 4
FDM 36 (*) 37mm L21 3 2 4 3
Somua S35(*) 47mmL34 5 4 5 4
Char B1(*) (75mmL17 HE only 4 4

(47mmL34 5 4 - -
Char B1 bis(*) (75mmL17 HE only 6 5

(47mmL34 5 4 - -
Char D1(*) 47mmL34 5 4 3 3
Char D2(*) 47mmL34 5 4 4 3

Italy
CV35 20mm 2 1 1 1
CV33 2-Mg - - 1 1
AB40 A/car 3-Mg - - 2 1
AB41 A/car 20mm 2 1 2 1
AB43 A/car 47mmL40 7 6 2 1
M11/39(*) 37mmL40 3 1 2 1
M13/40 –M14/41 47mmL32 4 3 3 2
M15/42 47mmL40 7 6 4 2
SP M41-47/40 47mmL40 7 6 2 1
SP M40-75/18 75mmL18 5 4 4 2
SP M41-75/34 75mmL34 8 7 4 2
SP M41-90/53 90mmL53 11 10 3 2

Anti-Tank Guns
Russian
45mm Model 1937 4 3
45mm Model 32 5 4
57mm ZiS2 8 7
76.2mmL53 8 7 (towed and fitted to Su76)
German
37mmPaK36 (APCR) 4    (1 shot per game)
50mm PaK38 (APCR 9 6 (1 shot per game)
USA
57mm 8 6
3 inch (76mm) 9 8

Anti tank rifles
British Boys .55 2
German Panzer buchse 38/39 2
Italian Solithurn MSS41 & S18-1100 3
Russian PTRD41 / PTRS41 3
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Anti tank

Anti-aircraft

Engineer

Tank

Motorised infantry

Heavy weapons

Self Propelled Gun

Rocket artillery

HQ/ Signals unit

Infantry

Motorised Infantry-1/2 tracks

Reconaissance-infantry

Reconaissance-Armoured

Artillery-towed

Artillery-Self Propelled
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British Armoured Regiment - 1940-43
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HQ 1-tank
1-Comd Veh

3-A9/10/13 per Sqn - France 1940

or

A Sqn B Sqn C Sqn A/c Sqn AA Trp

3-A13 3-M3(Stuarts) 3-A13 2-A/cars 2-Bofors+Tractors

3-M4 3-Crusader 3-M4

or

(M4 may be Sherman or Lee)

Armoured Recce Regiment 1944-45
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A Sqn B Sqn C Sqn

HQ

3-Cromwell VII
1-Challenger

1-M5 Stuart

1-Cromwell VII
1-Comd Veh

Per Sqn
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British Armoured Regiment 1943 - 45

2-M4, 1Firefly

A Sqn B Sqn C Sqn A/c Sqn AA Trp

1-M4
1-Cmd Veh

3-M4 per Sqn from Oct.1943
after D-Day 1-AA Tank2-Scoutcars

3-Comet - from April 1945

Motor Battalion - North West Europe
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{

2-M3 1/2 tracks
2-carriers
3-Plns
Per Coy

A Coy B Coy C Coy D Coy

1-M3 1/2 track
1-Pln

Infantry Battalion - North West Europe

! !!!

{

1 8 ) 6

3-Plns per Coy

A Coy B Coy C Coy D Coy

1-3” Mtr1-Eng Pln1-MMG 1-6pdr+Tow

1-Pln

)
2-25pdr+Tows

$
3-carriers

3 Battalions = 1 Infantry Brigade

HQ

HQ

HQ
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U.S Infantry Division Sub-unit organisation

Regimental Combat Team

12

3-105 Hwt

1-OP
1-105 Hwt 3-57mmATG

or

1 2 3

I J KFrom Divisional Assets L
1-81 Mtr
2-60 Mtr
1-HMG
2-MMG
1-Bazooka

4- Bofors 3-M10
or

3-M36

3-M18
or

3-M4

3-3 inch ATG

! ! !



U.S Army Sub-unit Organisation

Combat Team !

) "32

From Divisional AssetsFrom Regimental Assets

1-57mm ATG
or

! !!

1-3 inch ATG

1-Bofors
or

1-M16

1-105 Hwt
1-OP

1-M4
or

1-M10

1-M18

1-M36

or

or

KJ
1-HMG
1-MMG

1-60 Mtr

1 Pln1 Pln1 Pln



U.S Armoured Combat Command 1943-45
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CCA

3-M8a/c 2- Trucks

1-jeep
1 2 3

1-HT

9-figs
1-Bridge

15-M4 1-jeep 3-M7

1-60 Mtr
1-HT

1-57mm ATG 1-81 Mtr 1-Jeep1-HT
1-HMG
1-MMG

1-HMG1-OP
1-HT

Support Company

1-M7
1-OP

1-HT
1-Pln
1-Bazooka

or
1-3 inch ATG

1-HT

+ + !

M4 Btn is broken down into coys
and attached to each infantry combat team.

Break down of units from Regimental to Battalion strength

5 -M4

From Battalion

M7 Priest coy is broken down into batteries/platoons
and cross attached to each infantry combat team

Notes

"
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German Reconaissance Detachment

HQ

1- 234Hvy a/c 1-222 Lt a/c 2-M/cycles

1-75mmSiG18
+ tow

1-8cm Mtr
+ tow

1-37mm ATG
+ tow

2-HMG
+ tows

This unit is compiled from 11th Panzer Division strength returns as at 1July 1943

(1-250/3)



German Infantry Regiment 1940-Mid 1944
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2-AT guns
1-2cm Flak

1-MMG

1-10cm Hwtz 1-15cm Hwtz
+ tow 1-tow
1-OP 1-OP

716

14 13

1-7.5cm SiG 18
1-15cm SiG 33

1-5cm mtr 1-5cm mtr 1-ATRifle
1-ATRifle

Coys 8-5 Coys 4-1

9101112

II

23 1

* 8cm Mtrs replace 5cmMid 1943
* AT Rifles deleted Mid 1941
* Pzfaust introduced Late 1943.
*5cm AT guns replaced by PaK 40
by Late 1943.
*Many regts reduced to 2 Bns by 1944

NOTES

1-10.5cm Hwtz
+ tow
1-OP

* 15cm Battery allocated to
Counter battery fire if necessary

From Divisional Assets

3 Plns 3 Plns 3 Plns 3 Plns
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! !

!

1-250/3

2-2cm Flak 1-15cm SiG 33

! !$
3-251/1

II.

1-7.5cm SiG 18

Transport from regimental  pool

1-250/3 I.

110

+tow

3 Plns 3 Plns 3 Plns

8 7 6 514

Panzer Grenadier Division Late 1942 through Early 1944

+119

From Divisional Assets

)

)) )
1-10.5cm 1-10.5cm1-Hummel

II.I. III.)) * Panzer Jager Abt
attached to motorised
infantry

* 4th & 8th Coys are
referred to as "heavy"
companies

Other  artillery detachments allocated
to each of the remaining regiments

NOTES

1-Wespe
or

3 2

3-251/11-251/9
1-251/10
1/251/2

3 Plns
3-251/1

3 Plns 3 Plns

(Coy HQ)

3 crews 3 crews

1-OP
1-8cm mtr
1-MMG
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Panzer Regiment- Late 1942 until post Kursk

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1-PzIIIK
1-PzIIIL

1-PzIIIFL
1-PzIIIK
1-PzII

1-PzIIIFL
1-PzIIIL
1-PzII

1-PzIIIFL
1-Panther K
1-PzII

2-PzIVG 2-PzIIIL/M 2-PzIIIL/M 2-PzIVG 2-PzIIIL/M 2-PzIIIL/M 2-Panther D2-Panther D 2-Panther D

15

IIIII I

NOTES

All PzIIIL/M replaced by PzIV H/J early 1944

Third detachment deleted by early 1944

PzIVG upgraded to H/J specifications early 1944

Panther companies contained A,D & G models due to factory rebuild programme

PzIIIFL (flame) specific to 11th Panzer Division during Kursk campaign only.

Very few detachments reached "establishment" strength in east. Therefore unit strength have been reduced to 2 models which represents an actual strength of between 11 and 13 vehicles.



German Heavy Tank Company - August 1942

““““

{

1-Tiger 1 1-Tiger 11-PzIIIN 1-PzIIIN

1-Tiger 1

1-PzIIIN

German Heavy Tank Company - 1945

{

“ “ “ “
1-Tiger 2 1-Tiger 2

1-Tiger 2

1-Hetzer 1-Tiger 2

Both organisations are compromises.

The Tiger1 and PzIIIN were mixed together in platoons, usually 1 Tiger and 2 PzIIIN.

The Hetzers were a separate platoon to cover the deficiencies in Tiger 2 replacements.
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German Heavy Tank Detachment (Abtielung)

4- Tiger 4- Tiger 4- Tiger

2-2cm Flak Heavy recovery HT

HQ (1-250/3)

Tiger 1 and 2 were mixed in detachments

“““

3

{

German Assaultgun Detachment (Abteilung)

2-75mm StuGs
1-105mm StuG

2-75mm StuGs
1-105mm StuG

2-75mm StuGs
1-105mm StuG

2-2cm Flak

HQ (1-250/3)

StuG units were organised into “batteries” because
they were under the control of the artillery arm.

Bty Bty Bty
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Panzer Armee Africa 1941 until the end of 1942
German Forces in the Mediterranean

HQ 1-PzII
1-251/3 HT

1-PzIII H/J 1-PzIII H/J 1-PzIVE or F1/F2

Typical Panzer Company

3 1-2cm FLAK

PzIII H/J should carry 5cmL42 until May 1942
After May 1942, 30% should carry 5cmL60

PzIVF2 began to arrive in May 1942
50% should be F2 by Alamein

There were 5 or 6 PzIVG lost at Alamein

“

“ “

3

Typical Italian Armoured Company 1941-42

1-M13/40
 or

1-M15/42

1-M13/40
 or

1-M15/42

1-M13/40
 or

1-M15/42

1-20mm FLAK

1-M13/40
 or

1-15/42

“

HQ



Italian Infantry Battalion 1940-42

!! ! )

3 `

{

o

2

HQ

2-20mm FLAK Scout Pln

Semovente75mmL27

S.P.Artillery Bty

3 inf Plns 3 inf Plns 3 inf Plns A/T PlnSupport Pln

2-MMG

2-45mm Mrts

)
1-81mm Mtr

Italian Artillery Detachment 1940-42

))

)HQ

1-75mmL27
Howitzer

1-100mmL17
Howitzer

2-47mmL32
Guns
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Rifle Rgt

Rifle Bn Rifle Bn

Rifle Coy Rifle Coy
3-Plns 3-Plns

SMG Coy

3-Plns

A/T Coy

2-57mmATG

A/T Rifle Coy
6-45mmATG

Arty Rgt Mortar Coy

1-120mm Mtr

Soviet Rifle Regiment 1943-45

!

!

Rifle Coy

3-Plns

Rifle Bn

Soviet Rifle Battalion 1943-45

!

!

!
Rifle Coy

3-Plns 3-Plns 3-Plns

Rifle Coy Rifle Coy

HQ

A/T Rifle Pln

2-45mmATG

2 !
SMG Pln

!
2-81mm Mtrs

))
3-76mmGuns

Arty Rgt

2-122mm Hwt

6-57mmATG
or

or

6-45mm or
57mmATG

2-MMGs

)
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Soviet Tank Corps 1943-45

6-T34 6-T34 6-T34

2-T342-T342-T34

1-IS2 2-37mm 2-SU85 2-ISU1522-120mm
mortarsFlak

Typical Tank Brigade

3-SMG Plns 3-Rfl Plns 3-Rfl Plns

) K
2-MMG2-81mm

mortars
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Russian Mechanised Corps Late 1942-1945

9-bases 9-bases9-bases 3-M3-HT

3-bases

2-57mm ATG

3-bases 3-bases 3-bases

9-Tanks 9-tanks

4-SU122
or

4-SU152

ASSETSCORPS

"

4-SU76 7-57mm ATG 9-37mmAA 3-120mm Mtr 3-Katusha

Rocket Ln

Mid and Late war-T34 or M4 allocated to tank brigade

NOTES

Gun  tows usually draft animals

T60 or T70 Light tanks attached to Recon or Bde defense coy

T34 replaced T60/70 in Recon by mid 1943

3-bases 2-37mm AA+ tow

! 4
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Russian Tank Corp Late 1942 to 1945

7-57mmATG 3-120mm Mtrs 3-Katusha MRL9-37mmAA4-SU85

or

4-SU76

4-ISU122

or

4-ISU152

18  tanks18  tanks18 tanks

1

#

3-M3 HT
3-SMG Pln

3-57mm ATG

6-tanks 6-tanks

From late 1942 until mid 1943 tanks may be Valentine Mk II-IV (2pdr)

NOTES

The Russians tended not to mix tank types within companies

T34/85 available from January 1944

Many Lend lease Grants and Shermansavailablefrom 1943 onwards

ISU152 available for Kursk - July 1943

SMG armed infantry rode on tanks as "Tand Desant Infantry"

6-Rilfe Pln
3-SMG Pln

6-Rifle Pln
3-SMG Pln

6-Rifle Pln
3-SMG Pln

Each battalion attached to a tank Bde

"
6-Tanks

4
3-37mmAA



Russian Tank Corps - Breakthrough Group 1944-45

!!!

2

{

3 + )

HQ

AA Pln
1-37mmAA

SPG Pln Assault Gun Coy Mortar Bty
1-Su76 1-SU85/100 1-120mm Mtr

2-T34 2-T34 2-T34 1-JS2/KV1

“
Med Coy Med Coy Med Coy Heavy Coy

SMG Pln Rifle Pln Rifle Pln

Attack formation should have Heavy Coy leading with 2 Medium Coys following in direct support. SMG
armed Pln should follow riding on the 3rd Medium Coy tanks. The Rifle Plns should deploy on foot, close
behind  tanks.

“ “ “ Heavy Coy attached from Corps assets
for duration of attack.
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